Math 2 Study Group Assignments Winter 2006

If your name does not appear, or, if you need to change to a different study group, please blitz IAS Director Colleen Larimore immediately.

MONDAYS, 6:30PM
RIPLEY BASEMENT LOUNGE
LEADER: BIBHU MAINALI '07
- Englehutt Jeffrey
- Estabrook J Erik
- Galligan Philip
- Newgard Jenna
- Williams Milan

MONDAYS, 6:30PM
*CHANNING COX BASEMENT STUDY
LEADER: KIRAN PARKHE '07
- Evans Kyle
- Keith Jamie
- Rendon Cassandra
- Watson Amanda

MONDAYS, 8:00PM
*CHANNING COX BASEMENT STUDY
LEADER: JANELLE MOERLEIN '06
- Adkins Dustin
- Ampadu Nana
- Lynch Jenna
- Muttalib Rehan
- von Kuhn Andrew

MONDAYS, 8:00PM
COHEN BASEMENT LOUNGE, CHOATES
LEADER: CHENAI NETTEY 08
- Feuer Aaron
- Gilham Andrew
- Goulding Daniel
- Moses Ekaete
- Pritchard Robert
- Shields Connor
- Showa Leland
- Ukegbu Ugochi
- Zhang Donald

TUESDAYS, 6:30PM
*CHANNING COX BASEMENT STUDY
LEADER: BIBHU MAINALI '07
- Bellows Ryan
- Mosley Devon
• Servis Nathaniel
• Sims Aaron
• Swallow Kevin

TUESDAYS, 6:30PM
BUTTERFIELD BASEMENT LOUNGE
LEADER: KIRAN PARKHE ’07
• Clemis Carli
• Davila Gabriela
• Jong Ruby
• Rice Patricia
• Smith Miesha
• Suchow Kathryn
• Tran Hanh
• Woolley Karen

TUESDAYS, 8:00PM
*CHANNING COX BASEMENT STUDY
LEADER: JANELLE MOERLEIN ’06
• Diede Kristen
• Glymph Courtney
• Schram Koren
• Smith Alaina
• Springer Cole

TUESDAYS, 8:00PM
*ZIMMERMAN LOUNGE, E. WHEELOCK
LEADER: CHENAI NETTEY ’08
• Alert Marissa
• Cruz Glavielinys
• Din-Lovinescu Corina
• Francis Jasmine
• Griffith Alana
• Ukanna Essien

*Channing Cox is the apartment building closest to the FYRE buildings in the River Cluster. You will need your Dartmouth ID to enter. The study lounge is closest to the Birch House entrance. The study lounge is located across from the laundry room.
*The East Wheelock Cluster is located across the street from Alumni Gym. Enter the front door, go through Brace Commons and take a right into Zimmerman dorm. Take the stairs to the 4th floor. The classroom is at the top of the stairs on the right.